THE GYMNASTIC TEAM DRIVES LARGE CROWD TO SECOND ANNUAL MEET.

The second annual exhibition of the GYMNASTICS TEAM was held last Friday night in the Gym, under the direction of Mr. W. S. Smith, which took turns in competing in the twelve events. The best all-around man was done by Mr. H. H. Bryant, '07, '07, '08, '09, '10, all of whom excelled in their work on the flying rings, horizontal bar, and parallel bars. The first event was an exhibition on the long horse by Griffin, '06, Byron, '06, '08, '09, '10, and Brown, '08, '09, '10. The second team then did some work on the horizontal ladder, and the first and second teams combined did some difficult stunts on the high horse. F. E. Marc, some of which were very original. This was followed by far the prettiest event of the evening, an exhibition of club swinging by Smith, '06; he showed great skill, the result of much practice. Two or three new exercises which he exhibited for the first time were especially clever.

Teams 1 and 2 alternated on the next three events, the hoop, flying rings, and high dive. Local and Smith did the most difficult tricks on the flying rings, and Pearse, '09, showed up well. Tyler, '07, '08, '09, '10, reached the best mark in the high dive, getting over 6 feet, and Byron did about 5 feet 10 inches. The next night was a very exciting handball match between Tyler, '07, and Lichtenstein, '07; the game was close and hotly contested, but was finally won by Tyler, owing to his greater reach. Some fine work on the horizontal bars, which included some stunts by Smith, was given a three-round boxing match between Donovan, '06, and Schneider, '06. Donovan seemed to be rather better at the game than his opponent, and there was muchapplause at the end of the last round. Team 1 gave exhibitions in tumbling and pyramid; and then the last event of the evening was a hand balance walk by six men, which caused a great deal of amusement. The teams were made up as follows:

Abbot, A. K. P. Griffin, '06, (Capt.)
Bartley, C. E. Bentley, '06, W. T. Lorrie, '06,
Bartley, A. D. L. O. Smith, '06,
Barnard, A. P. M. J. G. Holmes, '06,
Braun, A. E. R. H. J. E. Shipman, '06,
Byron, B. B. F. H. E. B. Lewis, '05,
Byron, C. T. A. G. B. K. B. Landis, '05,
Byron, C. T. L. A. C. B. H. Lewis, '05,
Byron, C. T. L. A. C. B. H. Lewis, '05,
Byron, C. T. L. A. C. B. H. Lewis, '05,

The Sophomore Baseball team won their game from Walhalla High School by a score of 10 to 2. For the first eight innings the Tech team had the game all their own way, but they were very badly亲子 to pieces in the last inning.
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